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Word Count = 498

“Something funny happened when young Beth went to the wharf 
to watch her parents shing. They thought she was too young to 
tell them an important message. They didn’t think that she could 
help them, but later they wished they had listened to her message.”

•  Retell events of the story in sequence. 

•  Identify digraphs:  sh  wh  th  ch 

•  Develop visual discrimination:  noise/noisy 

•  Focus on use of apostrophe for possession:  Beth’s  Dad’s 

•  Review use of apostrophe for contractions:  aren’t 

•  Identify antonyms:  quiet/noisy  big/small 

•  Note doubled consonant after single vowel:  flapping 

•  Observe silent letters:  wrong  listen  naughty  should 

•  Identify synonyms:  watched/saw  calling/shouting 

•  Expand vocabulary with rhymes, suffixes, etc. (back cover).

•   Find learning resources to extend and reinforce the literacy 

strategies in this title @ redrocketreaders.com
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Teacher
Talk

Teaching 
Plan

another    dinner    pull    quiet    should    still    talk    young 
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    ,      When Beth was very young Mum and Dad took her

   .      fishing at the wharf They wanted to catch some

   .       fish for their dinner Dad put Beth’s stroller in a

   . safe place behind them

" !        ," Sh We must keep very quiet while we’re fishing

  . "       . they told her We won’t talk or make any noise

        ."We don’t want to scare all the fish away
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      ,   Beth sat still and kept very quiet while Dad

        . and Mum threw their fishing lines into the water

        . She watched big ships and small boats sailing past

        She listened to the noisy seagulls squawking and

   .     flapping near her stroller There was no other  

   . noise on the wharf



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

You’ve Just Finished your Free Sample 
 

Enjoyed the preview? 
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